SREDNJA ŠKOLA, I i II RAZRED

ENGLESKI JEZIK
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Test iz engleskog jezika sastoji se od četiri dijela.
Vrijeme
rješavanja

Broj bodova

oko 15 minuta

20

Čitanje

25 minuta

25

Leksika i gramatika

30 minuta

25

Pisanje

50 minuta

30

Slušanje

Ostvareni
broj bodova

Vrijeme rješavanja testa je 120 minuta.
Dozvoljeni pribor su grafitna olovka i gumica, plava ili crna hemijska olovka. Priznaju
se samo odgovori pisani hemijskom olovkom. Ukoliko pogriješite, prekrižite i
odgovorite ponovo. Za vrijeme rada na testu nije dozvoljeno korišćenje rječnika.
Ako neko pitanje/zadatak ne možete odmah da riješite, pređite na sljedeće. Ukoliko
vam bude preostalo vremena, možete se kasnije vratiti na takva pitanja.
Želimo vam puno uspjeha!

LISTENING COMPREHENSION

A) Listen to the talk about motivation taken from a lecture entitled Seize the Day.
For sentences 1-7, decide if each statement is TRUE or FALSE and provide the
answers in the table below.

1. Incentives are offered when we want to threaten people with punishment.

2. An American scientist set people a problem to solve and told them he was
going to time them to see how long they took.
3. Glucksberg’s experiment was not confirmed by further research.

4. Despite the research findings, bonuses and promotions are still offered to staff
as a means of motivation.
5. Incentives work when it comes to simpler, usually manual jobs.
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6. In Ariely’s experiment the reward made the respondents think extremely
creatively and even sped them up.
7. Since automation of simple tasks is the thing of the future, rewards will
definitely not work.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B) Answer the following questions:
1. Dan Ariely’s study showed that the bigger the reward, the worse the subjects
performed on a complex task. Why was that so?
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
2. What kind of a policy should a company implement to have their employees
achieve amazing things?
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
3. What kind of jobs will we be most in need of in the years to come?
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................................
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READING COMPREHENSION

A. Read the text bellow about the renowned TV show Game of Thrones and decide if
the following statements are TRUE or FALSE (important! according to the text and
its author) by putting a tick (√) in the appropriate box.
As one of the biggest television shows in history draws to a close, many Game of Thrones
fans are feeling a profound sense of disappointment. Social media and water-cooler chat
has been more distressed and puzzled than excited and awed, as sky-high hopes are
dashed. This is not just any fantasy show. It has turned conventions upside down, left us
stunned as major characters were brutally slaughtered en masse, and created that
feeling of wonder that used to be reserved for the big screen. Fans were hugely
disappointed that Game of Thrones’ best villain, Cersei Lannister, died in the arms of her
brother/lover Jaime. Daenerys’s transformation into the Mad Queen felt too sudden for
many unconvinced viewers.
This week’s penultimate episode, “The Bells”, has scored the highest ratings in series
history, with 18.4 million initial viewers across HBO’s platforms. But it is also the show’s
worst reviewed episode, scoring less than 50 per cent on review aggregator Rotten
Tomatoes.
Chief among the complaints is that the writers tried to do too much in too little time. In
their haste to tie up loose ends and usher the characters we are so invested in to the
finale, the narrative development felt rushed and out of place.

Daenerys’ transformation into the Mad Queen has been foreshadowed throughout the
show, when she watched coldly as her brother was killed with a molten gold “crown”,
and ruthlessly incinerated her enemies. But as news.com.au’s GoT experts explained in
this week’s newsletter, her vicious streak had always been directed at foes, while she
showed compassion to the oppressed. In this episode, despite the opposition’s
surrender, she suddenly decided to raze King’s Landing to the ground, along with tens of
3

thousands of terrified civilians. It felt unbelievable. Yes, even in a show about magic and
dragons, which has always been true to the boundaries of its own reality.
As one of just two non-white main characters, Missandei’s death in shackles was a major
let-down for both fans and actor Nathalie Emmanuel.
The special effects looked incredible during the razing of King’s Landing, but social
media critics complained it didn’t feel believable within the show’s reality.
Cersei’s inevitable death also provoked anger and confusion. Our favourite villain died in
the arms of her beloved brother Jaime, with rubble falling on their heads as they tried to
flee the burning city. For some, it was symbolic of their world crashing down around
them, together as always — a poetic moment.
But for many, it was infuriating. “It makes no sense after all that build up over the years,
that she would just die in the arms of the love of her life,” wrote author Roxane Gay,
echoing the sentiment of the masses. “The writing cannot possibly be so bad as to allow
that.”
Adapted from: www. news.com.au

True

False

1. People seem to be baffled and frustrated with the
way the plotline of GoT deviated from their
expectations.
2. The show ended.

3. The audience, however, did not expect too much from
one of the biggest television shows in history.
4. Despite certain flows, this fantasy show remained
faithful to the conventions it itself established from
episode 1.
5. The major complaint about the show is that it has
been rushed.
6. The audience felt unconvinced by certain character
developments even in a show about magic, dragons,
zombies and resurrections.
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7. There are not many non-white main characters in the
show.
8. Cercei’s death enraged the viewers as it felt too
sentimental for the show’s favourite villain.

B) Find the words and phrases that are used in the text and mean the same as:

DEFINITION

WORD

1. what happens when colleagues take a break from workrelated tasks and discuss their hobbies, interests, and
other things
2. to destroy (in the text’s context) as part of an idiom

3. just before the last in a series

4. be a warning or indication of (a future event)

5. destroy by burning

6. a pair of fetters connected together by a chain, used to
fasten a prisoner's wrists or ankles together
7. debris; rough fragments of stone, brick, concrete, etc.,
especially as the debris from the demolition of buildings
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C) Fill out the gaps based on the information provided in the text above. Use only
one word in each space. The first letter of each missing word has been provided
for you.

Game of Thrones will a ________________its final episode on Sunday the 19th, and although it
has been nearly a decade in the making, it's not likely that fans are going to be
particularly t________________ with this finale. Last night’s p________________ Game of Thrones
episode, “The Bells,” is officially the most d_____________________ in the show’s history.
With a Rotten Tomatoe s________________ of just 50%, it ranks even lower than season 5’s
“Unbowed, Unbent, Unbroken,” (54%). In fact, a Redditor’s data analysis of Rotten
Tomato r________________ over the course of the show’s history shows a s________________,
one-way decline in ratings since the beginning of season 8.
The fact that those two episodes stand out as outliers in a show that’s otherwise been
fairly well-reviewed is no coincidence. The final season as a major l_______-________, with
fans angry about how r________________ and clumsy it feels. Game of Thrones has long been
the biggest show on TV, and it's heartbreaking to see it end in such a s________________
way.
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USE OF ENGLISH

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words in brackets, positive or
negative.

1. Large wasps, …………........…………… from South America, are now being seen in the local
countryside.

ORIGIN

2. The ………………………...……… of slasher horror peaked in the early 1990s.

POPULAR

3. The …………………......……….. tour we took in Egypt was worth every penny.

GUIDE

4. .…………....……………, local police are claiming the people they see sleeping on the
streets are pretending to be homeless.

INCREASE

5. We must fight against …………....………...……. in movies and literature.

CENSOR

6. I had a ……………….............… night's sleep. My back was killing me and the storm outside
made such a noise.

REST
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B. Choose the one word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
1. Volcanoes have sometimes been compared to geysers __________ they both emit hot
liquids from below the surface of Earth.
A. despite
B. as
C. in regard to
D. with view to

2. In the earliest period of ocean navigation, __________ any need for sophisticated
apparatus and techniques.
A. there was hardly
B. when there hardly was
C. hardly was in there
D. so that hardly

3. The problems of harmonizing a pan-European agenda with the national interests
of a number of different countries _____ the process of integration slow, complex
and divisive.
A.

have made

B.

causes

C.

often affect

D.

resulting in

4. Recreational and commercial fishers in New Zealand have been pointing fingers
for half a century over which group is responsible for _____ stocks of sports fish.
A. dwindling
B. increasing
C.

growing

D. reduce
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5. The way the movie was eventually shot _____ , like the original narrative itself, a
certain ring of destiny to it.
A. looks
B. indicates
C.

feels

D.

has

6. With _____ 7,100 cheetahs remaining in the world today, time is quickly running
out for this beautiful animal.
A. as fewer than
B. so few
C. not fewer than
D. as few as
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C. READ THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH CAREFULLY. IT CONTAINS SIX MISTAKES
THAT NEED TO BE CORRECTED. IDENTIFY THE MISTAKES BY CIRCLING OR
UNDERLING THEM AND WRITE THE CORRECT ANSWERS IN THE GRID PROVIDED
BELOW THE PARAGRAPH. THE EXAMPLE HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOU.

On 1904, the city of Barcelona received a petition for development from Eusebi Güell,
the rich industrialist who was keen on the arts. Güell had bought a tract of land on the
edge of Muntanya Pelada, or Bald Mountain, which arises above the plain that extends to
the city’s port. Güell had ambitious plans for his hillside property: it was to design by a
celebrated architect Antoni Gaudí. Today, this plot of land is a beloved public park, with
the lizard as it’s icon. Over time, the park has became a must-see tourist place. According
to some estimates, until 2026, more than a billion people will have visited the park.
Eventually, the city introduced a fee to access the park’s “monumental core” to mitigate
the damage and crowding caused by so much foot traffic.
Adapted from: https://www.newyorker.com

CORRECT WORD OR PHRASE
IN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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D. Transform the following sentences by using the given word(s) so that they have
a similar meaning. You can use no more than five words including the given word.
1. When people speak down to my younger brother, he absolutely hates it.
BEING
My little brother absolutely .........................…………………………………………. like that.
2. I know it's dangerous, but I love water gliding.
MAY
Dangerous .........................…………………………………………., I love water gliding.
3. I'd prefer you not to go out before you finish your homework.
RATHER
I'd .........................……………………………………. not go out before you finish your homework
4. I'm just about to give up this nutrition plan because it's not working at all.
POINT
I really am .........................……….………… giving this diet up because it's not working at all.
5. I can't put up with what his trophy wife said about me, said Nelly.
OBJECTED
Nelly .........................………………………………………… her ex’s new wife said about her.
6. If Richard is having so many troubles with mathematics, perhaps private tuition
would help him?
FROM
Maybe Richard would .........................………………………………………… if he's having so many
problems at school.
7. The town's population surrendered as soon as the conquerors arrived before the
gates.
SOONER
.........................………………………………………… had the enemy showed up before the town
gates than the population of the town surrendered.
11
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WRITING

Write about a time in which you attempted to alter a difficult situation, or decided
to alter yourself. Were you successful? Are you pleased with the choice you made?
Write an essay of 200 to 300 words and use specific examples.
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KEY:
LISTENING COMPREHENSION
A)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

F

T

F

T

T

F

T

B)
1. Dan Ariely’s study showed the bigger the reward, the worse the subjects
performed on a complex task. Why was that so?
The reward made them focus so hard on the result that they couldn't
think creatively any more.
2. What kind of a policy should a company implement to have their employees
achieve amazing things?
“Giving them freedom; freedom to work on the things they want to work
on, freedom to choose when, where and how they work. Also companies
that give employees time during the week to work on things that
interest them and are not part of their regular job achieve amazing
things. “
Key words are freedom and choice when and how to organize their work.

3. What kind of jobs will we be most in need of in the years to come?
Creative, problem-solving jobs that computers will never do.
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READING COMPREHENSION

A)
True

1.

False

√

2.

√

3.

√

4.

√

5.

√

6.

√

7.

√

8.

√
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B)
WORD
1.

WATER COOLER CHAT

2.

RAZE TO THE GROUND

3.

PENULTIMATE

4.

FORESHADOW

5.

INCINERATE

6.

SHACKLES

7.

RUBBLE

C)
1. AIR
2. THRILLED
3. PENULTIMATE
4. DISAPPOINTING
5. SCORE
6. RATINGS
7. STEADY/STEEP
8. LET-DOWN
9. RUSHED
10. SLOPPY/STUPID
15

USE OF ENGLISH
A.
1. ORIGINATING/ORIGINALLY
2. POPULARITY
3. GUIDED
4. INREASINGLY
5. CENSORSHIP
6. RESTLESS

B.
1. B
2. A
3. A
4. A
5. D
6. D
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C.
CORRECT WORD OR PHRASE
1.

the rich industrialist – A (rich industrialist)

2.

arises (above the plain) – RISES

3.

it was to design – TO BE DESIGNED

4.

as it’s icon – as ITS icon

5.

became – BECOME

6. until 2026 – BY (2026)

D.
1. My little brother absolutely HATES BEING TALKED TO like that.
2. Dangerous AS IT MAY BE, I love water gliding.
3. I'd RATHER YOU DID not go out before you finish your homework
4. I really am ON THE POINT OF giving this diet up because it's not working at
all.
5. Nelly OBJECTED TO WHAT her ex’s new wife said about her.
6. Maybe Richard would BENEFIT FROM PRIVATE TUITION if he's having so
many problems at school.
7. NO SOONER had the enemy showed up before the town gates than the
population of the town surrendered.
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